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1 Introdu tion
This report presents the results from hara terization of the mosai CCD amera (MOSCA) built by
Copenhagen University Observatory / IJAF for the Nordi Opti al Teles ope.
The mosai is a two by two arrangement of Loral/Lesser 2048 by 2048 pixel CCDs. The total
imaging array is then 4096 by 4096 pixels, ea h pixel is 15m square.
The ontroller ontains a two- hannel video board and a lo k generator for ea h CCD. The sequen e
of boards and ables should not be hanged as ea h is optimized for the individual CCD.
The hara terization was in part done on the individual dete tors and in part on the assembled
array. Results from individual tests are only in luded where they are ertain to be in agreement with
an array test.
During the rst ommissioning run in January 2002, an ele tri al failure o urred. An output on one
of the CCDs was damaged, and during repairs in Copenhagen another CCD was ompletely destroyed.
As no spare CCDs with two working outputs are available, the mosai is now primarily to be used with
only one output per CCD.
This report repla es the original ommissioning report, but ontains mu h data from it. Here, the
performan e of the three original quadrants is veri ed and the hara teristi s of the repla ed CCD is
des ribed.

2 Array atness
In order to provide a sharp image, the dete tor must onform to the fo al plane. The urvature of
the fo al plane is orre ted by a eld attener window for dire t imaging. The fo al redu er (FRED)
orre ts fo al plane urvature by itself, so a at mosai window has to be used in this ase. The
remaining task is to align the CCD array with the attened fo al plane.
The individual CCDs are not quite equal in thi kness and may also be slightly tilted and warped.
This is mostly due to the glueing of the thinned photo-sensitive layer onto the substrate, that is again
glued onto an Invar base.
The four CCDs were ea h mounted on another Invar base and then mounted on a ommon steel
plate, ma hined as at as possible. The array was then taken to ESO, Gar hing, and the height of
the surfa e was mapped using their mosai measuring ma hine, with the kind help from its designer,
Stefan Strobele. The shape of the steel plate was also measured using the ESO ma hine, and the
measurement was repeated using an in-house me hani al devi e. The steel plate was repla ed by a nal
mounting plate made of Invar. This was measured me hani ally, and now a map ould be al ulated
of the mosai dete tor surfa e, taking into a ount the di eren es between the steel and Invar plates.
The peak-to-peak deviation from atness was found to be 95m.
The four bases between the CCDs and the mounting plate ould now be ma hined to ompensate
for the measured deviations from atness. When ma hining was omplete, the deviations of the base
thi knesses from the target values were 10m RMS.
After the rst ommissioning run, the CCD 9-(0,1) was repla ed with W20-(0,0). The array height
was mapped two more times in Gar hing, this time with the help from Sebastian Deiries and Fabri e
Christen. After the se ond measurement, deviations were found small enough to require no more
ma hining of the base plates. The result of the nal measurement is shown in gures 1 and 2. This
map indi ates a P-P deviation from o-planarity of 25m using a plane t to ea h quadrant, in reasing
to 35m when in luding warping of the CCDs.
The last task is to align the dete tor plane with the fo al plane. The overall tilt of the mounting
plate relative to the amera mounting ange was measured by examining the re e tion angle of light
in ident on the window and on the CCDs. The tilt of the mounting plate was then adjusted until the
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Figure 1: Map showing the deviation from o-planarity of the array, with peak-to-peak amplitude of
25m. Ea h quadrant is represented by a at surfa e. Note that the orientation shown here di ers
from that used in the rest of the report.

Figure 2: A higher resolution map of the height distribution of the dete tor surfa es. An average
tilt have been subtra ted and interpolated points are repla ing the measurements a e ted by the gap
between the dete tors. The peak-to-peak amplitude is 35m. Orientation is as in the gure above.
two re e ted beams almost oin ided. In this way, the global tilt of the array was redu ed to below 1',
or no more than 18m P-P for the 6.2 m side length.
All measurements were made at room temperature. Some deformation ould o ur when ooling
the array to its operating temperature of -100Æ C.
The edges of the four dete tors are pla ed approximately half a millimetre from ea h other. The
distan e is somewhat irregular, as no pre ise ontrol ould be made during the repla ement of the
damaged CCDs. During this pro ess, all available sla k in the mounting holes was used to in rease the
distan e between the CCDs.
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3 Operating options
While ea h CCD is born with two ampli ers, two of the installed dete tors only have one fun tional
ampli er. This still leaves a lot of possible read-out on gurations. 13 on gurations that allows
omplete read-out of the eld a supported, and a further 8 are available, where only partial read-out is
possible due to the damaged outputs.
In gure 3 the array is shown in the orientation also used in the BIAS/SAOimage display. The four
dete tors are labeled a ording to their wafer numbers, but for a more intuitive use during read-out
on guration, the four quadrants are named after ompass dire tions, with north at the top and east
to the right. The two ampli ers are labeled \L" and \R" a ording to whether they are lo ated on the
left or right side of the CCD. Ea h ampli er is also labeled by a number from 0 to 7. These numbers
are used when the bias level is set by sending dire t ommands to the ontroller.
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Figure 3: Nomen lature for the CCD and ampli er layout. Compass dire tions and L/R are used for
read-out on guration. Ampli er numbers are used when setting the bias level.
The available read-out modes are listed below. Modes written in itali s will be a e ted by the
damaged outputs.
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Name

Alias # CCDs # outputs Lo ation

A48
A4RL
A4LR
A4RR
A4LL

A28
A24
A25
A26
A27

4
4
4
4
4

8
4
4
4
4

All
South:
South:
South:
South:

A2SR
A2SL
A2NL
A2NR

A20
A21
A22
A23

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

South-West:
South-West:
North-West:
North-West:

A1NWR
A1NWL
A1NW2
A1NER
A1NEL
A1NE2
A1SWR
A1SWL
A1SW2
A1SER
A1SEL
A1SE2

A30
A31
A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A41

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2

North-West: Right
North-West: Left
North-West: Both
North-East: Right
North-East: Left
North-East: Both
South-West: Right
South-West: Left
South-West: Both
South-East: Right
South-East: Left
South-East: Both

Right
Left
Right
Left

North:
North:
North:
North:

Right
Left
Left
Right

Left
Right
Right
Left

South-East:
South-East:
North-East:
North-East:

Right
Left
Left
Right

Of these, the re ommended mode for reading out the entire array is \A4RR" due to the better bias
level stability in the southern half.
Read-out time is 108 se when using one output per quadrant, and 54 se when using two.
It is re ommended to always use MPP mode.
High gain should be used for 1x1 binning, and low gain for 2x2 and stronger binning.
If desired, it is possible to move the at window of FREC to MOSCA by swapping the anges. Due
to an asymmetry in the position of the eight s rews holding the ange onto the amera house, a ir ular
mark on the front of the FREC ange has to be aligned with the temperature sensor plug on MOSCA.

4 Cosmeti s
Combining the eld of four CCD dete tors to a t as a single unit in reases the demands to response
uniformity of the dete tors. A thinned Loral CCD typi ally has degraded sensitivity and uniformity
near the edges, in uen ing perhaps 10% of the total area. In a mosai , these edges now also o upy
the entral area of the total eld. When sele ting the position and orientation of the CCDs, are was
taken to pla e the least uniform edges at the edges of the ombined eld. Due to the lo ation of the
read-out ampli ers, bad olumns unfortunately will have to predominantly o upy the entral region
of the eld.
Flat elds for wavelengths of 1060nm, 550nm and 334nm are shown in gures 4, 5 and 6, respe tively.
The average level is a little di erent in ea h quadrant. This is in part due to variations in the gain
from ea h ampli er, although these have been adjusted to be lose to ea h other. Another reason is
di eren es in overall quantum eÆ ien y. E.g., the SW quadrant appears to have higher sensitivity at
5

334nm than the others.
In the 550nm image, the overall stru ture is at to within 1%. Spread over the array are small
spots where the sensitivity an drop by 10%, and sometimes more. These spots are more frequent near
the edges of the CCDs. Spe ks of dust on the window appear as ir ular disks or \worms".
At 334nm, the at eld stru ture is similar to the 550nm at. Over the majority of the area,
deviation from atness is still within 1%, but the irregularities seen at 550nm are now stronger, and
a few new ones are appearing.
At 1060nm, almost at the near-IR ut-o , the response be omes in reasingly inhomogeneous. The
typi al variation is 3%, in reasing to 10% at the edges. This is primarily due to spatial variations in
the re e tion of the support stru ture below the dete ting layer.
Charge traps and bad olumns an be found by omparing a at eld exposure at very low illumination level to a well exposed one, as illustrated in gure 7. Several exposures at 50e- and 50Ke- were
ombined to produ e two high S/N at eld maps for the omparison. Several bad olumns an be
identi ed both in the high level at and in this ratio image. The ratio also shows traps as short verti al
lines and a few areas where proper at elding failed due to very low sensitivity.
Below is a table of the number of bad olumns and traps found. This only gives a rude impression
of the osmeti quality, as the severity of the defe ts varies.
CCD

W15-(1,0)
W17-(1,1)
W19-(1,0)
W20-(0,0)

Corner Bad olumns Traps
SW
 30
6
SE
 50
11
NE
15
7
NW
23
11

5 Gain, linearity and full-well
Gain, the onversion fa tor between Analog to digital units (ADU) and ele trons was determined from
photon noise statisti s. The graphs for this analysis are shown in gures 8 and 9, where gain at various
levels of illumination is plotted.
The following onversion fa tors were found from the average values of the graphs:
CCD

W15-(1,0)
High gain: W17-(1,1)
W19-(1,0)
W20-(0,0)
CCD

W15-(1,0)
Low gain: W17-(1,1)
W19-(1,0)
W20-(0,0)

Corner Left ampli er Right ampli er
1.27 e /ADU 1.27 e /ADU
1.28 e /ADU 1.30 e /ADU
N/A
1.30 e /ADU
N/A
1.30 e /ADU

SW
SE
NE
NW

Corner Left ampli er Right ampli er
SW
5.8 e /ADU
5.8 e /ADU
SE
5.8 e /ADU
5.9 e /ADU
NE
N/A
5.9 e /ADU
NW
N/A
5.9 e /ADU

The almost identi al gain values for ea h of the modes are the result of adjusting the gain to give
a raw output image of good uniformity.
The high gain of 1.30 e /ADU is suitable for most observations, allowing the noise oor to be
sampled well and overs most of the dynami range up to saturation. The low gain value of about 6
e /ADU makes this mode suitable for 2x2 binning, where again the digital full well will be lose to the
blooming threshold.
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Full well of ea h dete tor output has been determined from photon shot noise analysis, i.e. the full
well is where the shot noise is seen to drop due to blooming. As some of the hannels initially had a
rather small full well, the voltages of ea h dete tor were optimized for the best full well in MPP mode.
CCD

W15-(1,0)
W17-(1,1)
W19-(1,0)
W20-(0,0)

Corner Left ampli er Right ampli er
SW
108Ke
106Ke
SE
96Ke
112Ke
NE
N/A
102Ke
NW
N/A
 52Ke

The values given here are lower limits - in some ases full well may o ur a few Ke higher. The
same full well is found with MPP disabled.
For the W20-(0,0) dete tor, the full well depends strongly on the position on the array. E.g. in the
entral eld used for the tests above, the full well is approximately 85Ke , but degrades near the orners
furthest away from the serial register, unfortunately worst near the entre of the mosai eld of view.
To illustrate this, the entral region of a at eld is shown in gure 12. At a level of 65Ke , blooming
full well is revealed as a verti al smear of the pixel stru ture in the orner of the NW quadrant whi h
is W20-(0,0). This means that for exposure levels above about 40KADU/52Ke , one has to examine
this quadrant arefully to ensure that full well has not been rea hed.
The improved full well was obtained by lowering the voltage of parallel phase no. 3 high state from
the standard +4.0V to:
CCD

P3H
+3.000V
+2.625V
+2.500V
+2.300V
In addition, the low state of the parallel phases of W20-(0,0) were raised to -7.0V.

W15-(1,0)
W17-(1,1)
W19-(1,0)
W20-(0,0)

Gain determination from noise analysis is rarely pre ise enough for linearity measurements. Instead,
linearity deviations are examined by measuring the ADU level versus exposure time, using a stable light
sour e. Measurements made in this way are plotted in gures 10 and 11. By dividing the ounts with the
exposure time, orre ted for shutter delay, a linear response should result in a onstant level. Linearity
was mapped from approximately 100e to full well, and shows the output to be linear within 0:15%
for all eight hannels. The high gain data are noisier than the low gain data, but this is aused by the
linearity measurement setup not being quite stable. From the high gain graphs, hannel SER seems
to perform omparatively poorly, but this appears to be due to bad olumns in the region used for
statisti s, and not a general problem with this output.

6 Quantum-eÆ ien y
The sensitivity has been measured through 11 narrow-band lters from 334nm to 1060nm and is plotted
in gure 13 for ea h CCD. The data were extra ted from an area of 400 by 400 pixels near the enter
of the dete tors.
At long wavelengths where the dete tor is partially transparent, internal re e tions will reate
fringes, making QE hange rapidly with wavelength and making the lo al variations strong in mono hromati light. The e e t sets in at about 650nm. At 830nm, the fringe amplitude is 15%. An example is
shown in gure 14.
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Stability of the sensitivity:

 HfO2 on
All four dete tors have Mike Lesser's "Cat-C" Ag ash gate oating applied, with 550A
top for prote tion and anti-re e tion. This oating does not require any treatment to a hieve high QE
after warm-up.
During the time where the mosai has been assembled in the laboratory, some variation in the QE
has been noti ed on all four dete tors in the spots with very low sensitivity. In the large areas with
high QE, the sensitivity remains stable. The variations are looked into below:
The dete tors were rst evaluated during the summer of 1998. The data from that time allow
examination of the stability over a quite long period of four years. During most of this period, the
dete tors have been stored at room temperature, exposed to atmospheri air.
A degrading QE is unlikely to appear at a uniform rate over the dete tor. The most eÆ ient method
for he king QE stability is therefore to examine the ratio of at elds obtained some time apart. The
ratio of the old and present day at elds at 334nm are shown in gure 15. The old at elds were
re orded in single- hip ameras, whi h is the ause for some di eren e in the distribution of s attered
light. This reates a faint radial symmetri variation for ea h quadrant. Ignoring that, and shadows
from moving dust, the global stability of the at eld is very good to less than one per ent. There are
however some strong lo al variations. What appears as lusters of white spots in the ratio image, is
where the depth of low-sensitivity spots has de reased, improving the at eld uniformity. Espe ially
on the western quadrants, many spots have weakened or even disappeared. Unfortunately, the QE has
degraded in some of the larger, irregular low sensitivity spots. In a similar study performed in January
2002, a region of low sensitivity was present on the eastern edge of the SE quadrant. This has vanished
sin e then. At longer wavelengths, the hange in at eld stru ture is similar, although less pronoun ed.

7 Read-out noise
The following table shows the read-out noise (RON) found in di erent ampli er on gurations for ea h
dete tor.
W-15(1,0) / SW Left ampli er Right ampli er
High gain:
8.0 e
8.2 e
Low gain:
10.4 e
10.3 e

W-17(1,1) / SE

Left ampli er Right ampli er
8.8 e
8.2 e
11.2 e
10.5 e

W-19(1,0) NE

Left ampli er Right ampli er
N/A
8.0 e
N/A
10.7 e

High gain:
Low gain:
High gain:
Low gain:

W20-(0,0) / NW Left ampli er Right ampli er

High gain:
Low gain:

N/A
N/A

8.5 e
10.7 e

The average value of RON is 8.4e for high gain, and higher in low gain due to in reased digitization
noise. A typi al high gain RON of 7.7e was at one time a hieved in the laboratory, indi ation that
a noise redu tion from the present should be possible. The output of the NW dete tor shows some
pi k-up noise, and the left SE output has some faint horizontal lines appearing at random. The e e t
8

of this an be seen in the table, as these outputs have the highest noise.

8 Charge Transfer EÆ ien y
The fra tion of ele trons that are su essfully moved from one pixel to another during read-out is
des ribed by the harge transfer eÆ ien y (CTE).
The CTE has been measured using a 55 Fe X-ray sour e, whose emissions generate a spe i number
of photo-ele trons on the CCD for ea h dete tion. The read-out ounts as a fun tion of position on the
CCD an then be onverted to a CTE value. Measurements were made at a dete tor temperature of
-100Æ C.
The values found for the two read-out dire tions are:
W15-(1,0) / SW Left ampli er Right ampli er
Serial CTE:
1.000000
1.000000
Parallel CTE:
0.999997
0.999996

W17-(1,1) / SE

Left ampli er Right ampli er
0.999998
1.000000
0.999993
0.999992

W19-(1,0) / NE

Left ampli er Right ampli er
N/A
1.000000
N/A
0.999995

Serial CTE:
Parallel CTE:
Serial CTE:
Parallel CTE:

W20-(0,0) / NW Left ampli er Right ampli er

Serial CTE:
Parallel CTE:

N/A
N/A

0.999998
0.999995

In general, the CTE is very good. Within a measurement un ertainty of about 2  10 6 , the serial
CTE is appears perfe t. The parallel CTE is generally not quite so good, but still a eptable.
Note that CTE stri tly speaking is a fun tion of exposure level, so the value given here may not be
appli able to all ases. Near zero level and full well, CTE may be poorer than the value given here.

9 Dark urrent
In order to minimize dark urrent, the dete tor should be operated at a temperature of -100Æ C. In
addition, the dete tor design allows for Multi-Pinned-Phase operation, whi h further redu es the dark
urrent. By default, the voltages are set for MPP mode.
The dark urrent listed below was determined from six half-hour exposures. There is no signi ant
dete tion in MPP mode within the pre ision a hievable from bias level subtra tion. Overs an orre tion
was not applied, in reasing the un ertainty. Swit hing o MPP, an average dark urrent of 5e =h is
re orded.
CCD
Corner MPP non-MPP
W15-(1,0) SW
-1
5 e =h  2e =h
W17-(1,1) SE
-1
6 e =h  2e =h
W19-(1,0) NE
1
1 e =h  2e =h
W20-(0,0) NW
2
5 e =h  2e =h
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A dark exposure is shown in gure 16. There are a few pixels and olumns with high dark urrent.
Most notable is a luster of hot pixels in the lower right orner of the SW quadrant. These have a
strength of up to 10 Ke /h in non-MPP mode, and typi ally less than half in MPP mode. Outside
this area, other approx. 50 hot pixels an be found on the dete tor.
In the middle of the upper edge of the NW quadrant, a fan of light is seen. This is asso iated with a
defe t in the dete tor, and the brightness is depending on the voltage on the serial phases. The voltages
have been adjusted to redu e the brightness of the defe t while keeping the serial transfer good. The
brightest part is about 1e /minute/pixel and is rapidly falling o with distan e. This quadrant is also
seen to be a e ted by pi k-up noise.
In the NE quadrant a hot pixel is saturating, and the harge starts blooming, lling olumn no.
1254. The saturation auses an o set in the bias level of the trailing pixels. The o set is less than 1
ADU, and falls o gradually. The area a e ted should be about proportional to the exposure time, as
the blooming takes pla e during the exposure.
Also in the NE quadrant, a horizontal band pattern is seen, revealing a not quite stable bias level.
The pattern an be expe ted to hange randomly, probably requiring a more elaborate bias subtra tion
routine than what was applied here.
The malfun tioning ampli er in the left side of the NE quadrant is emitting light at normal operation
voltages. Voltages have been redu ed to a minimum, and the emission is now barely visible, partly
hidden by the bias level u tuations.
No hange in the dark urrent stru ture was noted when swit hing to non-MPP mode.

10 Bias levels
Ea h output hannel has its own bias level. This level may drift slightly due to ir umstan es like
hanging ambient temperature. While ea h read-out register is extended by two pixels, there are rarely
reliable enough for a good bias level determination in a s ien e exposure. It is re ommended that
extra overs an olumns are added by the \xover" ommand if high pre ision bias level subtra tion is
required. Note that due to the limited amount of memory of the read-out bu er, adding overs an area
will require removal of the same amount of imaging pixels.
There appears to be an intermittent problem with the bias levels - sometimes they are very at,
but at other times ertain hannels develop a large horizontal gradient. The problem a e ts espe ially
the NE quadrant / output 3, that may show a gradient in ex ess of 200 ADU. This is illustrated in
gure 17. Also shown is some level drift during the test sequen e, showing the importan e of using
overs an referen e. Read-out in A4RR mode is re ommended, as the bias level appears more stable in
the southern half than in A4LR mode. Minute u tuations in the bias stru ture an be seen in the
low-level at eld in gure 7.
It is onvenient that the bias levels are lose to ea h other to allow easy examination of the raw
images. The bias level hanges with the sele tion of di erent ampli er ombinations, binning modes
and MPP on/o . To allow easy swit hing between the modes, a s ript ontaining the appropriate bias
level o sets should be made for ea h on guration expe ted to be used.
The bias level is set in the BIAS ommand prompt by entering ommands of the form: \BLmmaa+nnnnn", where \mm" is \HI" or \LO" for high- and low gain, respe tively. \aa" is the ampli er
number, as given in gure 3. \nnnnn" is a value to o set the bias level by. The onversion fa tor
between the o set value and bias level in ADUs is 6:1. The target bias level for low gain should be
about 50 ADU, as levels in some hannels annot go mu h higher than this. For high gain, a level of
e.g. 300 ADU would be appropriate.
Some examples of ommon bias level s ripts are given below, as a starting point. These will require
some ne-tuning, depending on onditions.
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1x1 binning, ampli er A4RR, mpp+, high gain
BLHI00+02087
BLHI03+01564
BLHI04+01926
BLHI07+01206
1x1 binning, ampli er ARR, mpp+, low gain
BLLO00+00188
BLLO03+00476
BLLO04+00150
BLLO07+00002

11 MTF
The Loral 2k3eb dete tors have during their previous usage shown a problem with harge di usion,
resulting in degraded spatial resolution. As all measurements have given pra ti ally identi al MTF
results, no measurements were made on the parti ular dete tors for the mosai .
Instead, representative results from typi al Loral 2k3eb dete tors are presented. Data for measurement of the Modulation Transfer Fun tion have been olle ted by measuring the ontrast of interferen e
fringes of di erent spatial frequen y proje ted onto the CCD. The results are shown in gure 18. Three
oin ident sets are shown for 670nm illumination, and two sets for 830nm. As the absorption depth
in reases with longer wavelengths, the 830nm photo-ele trons on average has to travel through a smaller
part of the di usion region, and thereby MTF is in reased.

12 Cross-talk
As the read-out hannels annot be perfe tly isolated from ea h other, ross-talk in the signal may
o ur. This was tested by imaging a bright point sour e on a se tion of the array assigned to one
ampli er, and looking for an ele troni \ghost image" in the signal from the other ampli ers. Ten
images were summed to in rease the sensitivity, and the spot then moved to examine another part of
the array.
It was found that ross-talk is signi ant between the two ampli ers on ea h CCD, typi ally on a
level of 10 4 . Cross-talk between CCDs is not seen, with an upper limit to the strength of 10 5 .

13 Camera house
The amera ryostat ontains a 2.4 liter liquid Nitrogen tank, ooling the dete tor baseplate through a
pair of opper braids. For the longest LN2 holding time, a ller tube extension must be installed, and
the amera must be looking at zenith during lling and kept verti al as long as pra ti al afterwards. In
verti al orientation, the LN2 holding time is 48 hours at an ambient temperature of +23Æ C. Oriented
horizontally, the holding time de reases to 22 hours. It is re ommended that the tank is re- lled every
day during operation, preferably in the morning.
The valve and pressure sensor are lo ated lose to the lling tube. Take are that LN2 does not
spill onto the ttings, as this may ause a va uum leak or even ra k the plasti tting of the pressure
sensor.
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The two old braids between the LN2 tank and the dete tor baseplate have been ut as thin as
possible in order to minimize LN2 onsumption. This means that the ool-down time from room
temperature to -100Æ C is relatively long, about 8 hours.
An a tivated har oal getter is atta hed to the LN2 tank, ryo-pumping the dewar.
Pressure is measured using a Balzers sensor. The sensor is ele tri ally insulated from the amera,
and an be left on without reating interferen e noise.
In long dark exposures in the laboratory basement, the hit rate from energeti parti les, \ osmi s",
was found to be 76 hits/ m2 /hour. From our statisti al material, this appears to be a normal rate, i.e.
there is no signi ant ontribution to the hit rate from radioa tive materials in the ryostat.
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Figure 4: Flat eld properties at 1060nm, at a level of 54Ke /pixel. The grey-s ale uts are set to
8% of the median level.
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Figure 5: Flat eld exposure for 550nm light, at a level of 65Ke /pixel. The grey-s ale uts are set to
4% of the median level. It will be demonstrated later that the NW quadrant is partially saturated at
this level.
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Figure 6: Flat eld in 334nm illumination, at a level of 36Ke /pixel. The grey-s ale uts are set to
8% of the median level.
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Figure 7: Ratio of 550nm high and low illumination at elds, in order to identify harge traps. The
high level at eld was median ombined from 6 exposures with about 50Ke /pixel, and the low level
was ombined from 6 exposures with about 50e /pixel. The ratio is displayed with grey s ale uts of 
10% of median level. Some variations due to bias level instability are visible in the eastern quadrants.
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Figure 8: Gain versus exposure level measured from noise statisti s for the six fun tional ampli ers in
high-gain mode. The apparent slight in rease of gain with exposure level is aused by an inadequate
noise model. In fa t, the gain is quite onstant.
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Figure 9: Gain versus exposure level measured from noise statisti s for all six ampli ers in low-gain
mode.
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Figure 10: A plot of ADU per se ond versus total exposure time for ea h ampli er in high gain mode.
The lower s atter for hannel no. 7 is due to better stability of the linearity measurement, not better
performan e of the CCD output.
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Figure 11: A plot of ADU per se ond versus total exposure time for ea h ampli er in low gain mode.
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Figure 12: Central 512x512 pixels of a 550nm at eld, displayed with grey s ale uts of  4% of
median level. The illumination level is about 50KADU or 65Ke /pixel. Note that the enter-most
orner of the NW quadrant appears smeared in the verti al dire tion, in ontrast to the pixel-to-pixel
variations in the surroundings. This marks the onset of blooming full well for the W20-(0,0) CCD.
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Figure 13: Global quantum eÆ ien y versus wavelength for the four dete tors. The distribution of
sensitivity is quite similar for all devi es.

Figure 14: Fringing from 830nm mono hromati illumination. The grey-s ale uts are set to 15% of
the median level.
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Figure 15: Ratio of 334nm at elds from June/July 1998 and September 2002, i.e. a four year timespan. The ratio is displayed with grey s ale uts of  5% of median level. Bright areas are where the
new at eld has higher sensitivity than the old one.
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Figure 16: A median- ombined image of six 30 minute dark exposures at a dete tor temperature of
-100Æ C, MPP mode. The read-out on guration is A4RR. Grey-s ale uts are -5 to +10 ADU (approx.
7e to +13e ) relative to the bias level.
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Figure 17: Horizontal pro le of bias levels in the four quadrants, read out in A4RR mode. The northern
quadrants are shown at a level of about 250ADU, and the southern are o set to 150ADU for easier
reading. The full drawn line is a readout in the beginning of a sequen e, and the dotted a readout
about half an hour later.

Figure 18: Modulation Transfer Fun tion measurement for three representative CCDs at 670nm (large
symbols) and 830nm (small symbols) illumination wavelength, ompared to the ideal pixel response.
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